Guinea pig low density lipoproteins: structural and metabolic heterogeneity.
The structural and metabolic heterogeneity of low density lipoproteins (LDL, d 1.024-1.100 g/ml) has been investigated in the guinea pig. Two LDL subfractions, of d 1.024-1.050 and 1.050-1.100 g/ml, respectively, were isolated by sequential ultracentrifugation; while both were enriched in cholesteryl ester and apoB-100, the former was heterogeneous displaying three particle size species of diameters 26.9, 25.6, and 24.7 nm, whereas the denser subfraction was relatively homogeneous containing a single, smaller species (diam. 23.6 nm). The fractional catabolic rates (FCR) of the two LDL subfractions were alike (approximately 0.090 pools/hr) in the guinea pig in vivo. After modification of each subfraction by reductive methylation, the FCRs were reduced similarly and indicated that 70-80% of degradation occurred via the cellular LDL receptor pathway. However, the intravascular metabolism of these LDL subfractions, determined from the radioactive content of density gradient fractions as a function of time after injection of radiolabeled native or chemically modified LDL, tended to be distinct. Thus, while radiolabeled apoB-100 in the lighter subfraction maintained the initial density profile up to 48 hr, the radioactive profile of its methylated counterpart changed, the proportion of radioactivity in the lighter gradient fractions (d 1.027-1.032 g/ml) increasing while that in the denser (d 1.037-1.042 g/ml) fractions diminished. A more marked transformation occurred in LDL of d 1.050-1.100 g/ml, in which the radioactive profile shifted towards lighter particles of the d 1.024-1.050 g/ml species; this shift was partially dependent on the LDL receptor, since it was more pronounced in the methylated subfraction. Furthermore, a net increase in the radioactive content of gradient subfractions 7 to 9 (d 1.032-1.042 g/ml) was found 10 hr after injection of methylated LDL of d 1.050-1.100 g/ml, at which time the bulk of LDL radioactivity had been removed from plasma. Several mechanisms, acting alone or in combination, may account for these findings; among them, some degree of transformation of dense to lighter LDL species appears a prerequisite. In conclusion, our data attest to the structural heterogeneity of circulating LDL in the guinea pig, and suggest that the intravascular processing and metabolism of LDL particle subspecies is directly related to their structure and physicochemical properties.